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How Mobile Apps Can Add
Sponsor Value

Like any good team, a strong relationship between you and your
sponsors will drive success. Make sure your events keep them
coming back!

Use Technology to Bridge the Gap
The relationship you have with your event sponsors and exhibitors
is changing: with the now-indispensable mobile apps that help
your attendees explore the event, you can promise—and deliver—
compelling, measurable benefits for your sponsors.			
It’s easier all around to drive an event’s success using mobile app
technology. And that success is propelled by the coordinated work
you and your sponsors perform together. We’ll show you how to
get your sponsors and exhibitors to engage with attendees, taking
advantage of the features in your mobile app. It makes a better
experience for everyone!
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Set Your Sponsors up to Work
(by giving them data)
Your approach to event sponsors, in the early days of your relationship,
probably looks a lot like old-fashioned sales. You propose the benefits
of a presence at your event and work with a sponsor to hash out the
details of the relationship.				
But mutual success is in both of your hands. When the doors open,
the sponsors expect foot traffic to their booths and eyeballs on their
ad banners. If you can motivate sponsors to help achieve this goal
through specific actions during the conference, everyone will be
happier with the results.
You have a powerful tool to get sponsors in the mood to engage with
attendees. With basic data from your mobile app, you’re able to tell
prospective sponsors and exhibitors how many views and clicks a
banner in your app has historically been able to deliver, and to show
foot traffic and engagement in various areas of the floor plan.
Digital data like this gives you leverage when you’re selling, and to
make your vision come to fruition (which is the secret to building a
loyal sponsor base who will come back to every event, buying bigger
packages) you will need to set the expectation that the sponsor will
put in some effort.
People are comfortable with being held accountable. Tell your
sponsors that you’ll need their help to hit these goals—and then
wow them with the features your mobile event app has to support
their efforts.

What Can Data do for Sponsors?
Essentially, your event app adds a layer of data to many of the actions
your attendees are taking at your event. You’ll be able to unlock
all sorts of valuable insights about their interests, sentiments, and
behaviors using both the solicited and automatic feedback your
app collects.
Oftentimes it’s not easy to communicate to sponsors what the exact
value is they’re getting out of any particular placement. With an app,
however, you’ll be able to deliver very precise metrics that can lead to
concrete ROI calculations.
Here’s what your app will collect:
• Banner views - How many impressions did the sponsor
receive?
• Banner clicks - How many impressions converted into
interested leads?
• Content interactions - How many users interacted with
sponsored content in the app?
• Polls & Surveys - Solicited feedback gives your sponsors the
unique opportunity to ask targeted questions and collect
contact information on their leads.
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Share attendee feedback so sponsors can
optimize
You and your sponsors have a complementary two-way relationship.
If your event brings them value, they’ll look forward to signing up
next time—and there’s a good chance you’re registering next-event
sponsors right there on the show floor. You’re expecting more than just
dollars from your exhibitors, so look to them to increase the value of
your event in a measurable way.
Collecting attendee feedback is an important way for you to
understand how aspects of your event are performing, then
communicate this to your sponsors so they can adapt to create a
better attendee experience.

Strong Sample Questions
How long did you wait in line
to have your photo taken in the
[Sponsor] booth?

Using the feedback feature in your event’s mobile app, prompt
attendees to weigh in on exhibitors’ promotions, their booth
representatives’ approaches, and the organization of the event as a
whole. Because feedback is collected in real-time, you can use what
you learn to help your exhibitors be more effective at engaging with
visitors now.

How would you rate your
experience interacting with the
[Sponsor] team members?

If the feedback indicates room to improve, your sponsors and
exhibitors will appreciate the heads up. If it’s positive, make sure your
sales team references the success your event has brought for your
sponsors when you’re signing up slots for the next event.		

How would you rate the
lunchtime keynote speaker?

Push messages can be used to convey real-time urgent information,
but use them sparingly. No more than 2-3 messages should be sent to
your attendees in a given day—any more than that, and your messages
become less important (plus, your attendees won’t like it).		
Don’t inundate your attendees with too many questions. Gather
feedback that will help you react to immediate situations and optimize
your events in the future.
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Get the most out of banner ads
Traditionally, event sponsors wanted visual real estate on handouts
and programs, and within the physical location of the event. Bidding
for various types of prominence was something of a science.
Now your attendees’ attention is focused on their mobile apps.
Visitors will interact with the app to look up schedules, make to-do
lists, find their way around on interactive maps and explore the area
outside the venue.

You’ll still be selling physical ad space, but mobile app banners and
launch pages have incredible benefits to your sponsors. You can make
late-in-the-game changes easily (try that with a vinyl banner or a stack
of 10,000 flyers) and you can measure an ad’s success with metrics
about impressions, clicks and user engagement.
Best of all, as an event director you may be able to recoup the costs of
your mobile app just by selling a few sponsor app banners.
To help your sponsors get the most out of this type of ad space, help
them understand that delivering clicks is only part of the equation.
They’ll want to engage with the attendees they collect through banner
ads in a very specific way. Coach your sponsors to use targeted, eventspecific follow up for leads collected, and potentially even a real-time
follow-up to schedule meetings on-site before the event ends.
You can look to the discipline of display advertising for cues about how
to make your sponsors successful with an in-app banner campaign.
Here are some of the basics:

Display Advertising 101
• A clean, clear call-to-action: If you have a button on your
banner ad, a user should have a compelling reason to click.
• Simple design that will communicate a lot on a small screen.
• Metered repetition: Don’t sell more than 3 ad banners. Your
sponsors want exclusivity, and your banners will be more
successful when they’re seen multiple times.
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Nine Ways to Sell
In-App Sponsorships

Generate revenue with your mobile event app.			
Mobile sponsor ads are dynamic, measurable, and easily editable
for last-minute strategy tweaks. We’ll show you how sponsors can
advertise – right at attendees’ fingertips!

Why mobile ads?
• It’s easy to incorporate a sponsor into a mobile app.
• There are no printing costs, no editing costs, and no booth
setup fees.
• It’s more valuable to the sponsor.
When an attendee sees an ad in a printed program, she has no ability
to get more information or to take action. But if a user sees a sponsor
banner that catches her attention in a mobile app, she can click on it to
get more information about the sponsor, fill out a contact form, follow
a map to the booth, or even make a purchase.		

How much should you sell them for?
We get this question a lot. There aren’t any official guidelines for
selling in-app sponsorships, and you can sell them for as much as you
want. We suggest you consider the real value to the sponsor; unlike
other types of sponsorships, mobile ads are clickable, editable and
measurable. We’ve seen them sell for as little as a few hundred dollars
(at a small non-profit conference) to tens of thousands of dollars.
Know your audience!
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01 | Sponsor Banner

02 | Single Sponsor Icon			

This interactive sponsor banner
is located at the bottom of the
main menu screen. As users are
browsing the app, this ad gets a
lot of screen time!

For a sponsor with a lot of content to share, add their icon right into
the main navigation of your guide.

Featuring multiple sponsors? A
rotating banner can alternate
advertisements for each sponsor,
giving them exposure over the
course of an event.
Clicking on the banner ad directs
users to a sponsor page with a
customizable image, name and
description, and a “More Info” link
to additional information – a PDF
or webpage.

Running a sponsor banner on Guidebook?
What We Need from Each Sponsor:
• Banner advertisement image: 600 x 110 px
• Image & description for sponsor page
• Sponsor website URL or sponsor details in PDF
(max 3 pages)

This module can contain any kind of information about the sponsor
like a list of products, offers, booth information and more. Customize
the module with sponsor logo, description, website and PDF links.

03 | Multiple Sponsor Module
A group of sponsors can be
featured under an icon labeled
“Sponsors”. A user perusing this list
can see thumbnail logos, then dig
deep to find links and information.

If you’re thinking of running dedicated sponsor icons
or modules with Guidebook, we’ll need large images or
thumbnail logos in these dimensions:
• Large images: 640 x 240 px
• Thumbnail logos: 240 x 240 px
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04 | Sponsored Event Sessions

07 | Sponsored Poll

Offer sponsorships to specific sessions like keynotes and lunches
(this will go great with those branded cocktail napkins!). For targeted
exposure, you can include a sponsor logo at the top of each session
or track.

Give sponsors the opportunity to get feedback and gain insights
from event attendees through a sponsor-created poll. Or ask users to
submit their contact information to be reached out to later by your
sponsors. Feedback in real-time is immensely valuable.

If you want to offer session sponsorships using Guidebook, we just

08 | Gamified Scavenger Hunt			

need a logo with these dimensions: 640 x 240 px

05 | Featured Listing
Distinguish your sponsors by placing them at the top of the list of
exhibitors! Offer platinum or gold status to your star sponsors to bump
up where they appear in the sponsor list.

Your attendees can engage with sponsors as they scan QR codes
placed at sponsor booths and throughout the event to complete a
customizable message and win a prize. Best of all, there’s little to no
work for you or the sponsor – just leave it to us!		
We wrote an article on getting the most out of your
event app game. Check it out here!

06 | Sponsor Tweets
What if attendees’ tweets about your event included a sponsor’s
Twitter handle or hashtag?
You can pre-fill a handle or hashtag into the in-app Twitter tool. Users
can delete it if they want, but if it’s relevant, a large percent of them
won’t. There’s a huge amount of
possibility here for extending your
sponsor’s exposure on
social media.
See how handy pre-filling Tweets
can be. Click here to tweet about
this book!

09 | Promoted Social Feed Post
Allow a sponsor to promote
their site or content in your
app’s social feed. This is a great
way for a sponsor to engage in
conversations that are relevant
to your event’s audience in a
meaningful (and highly
visible!) way.		
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Make Money with Guidebook

If you’re ready to add even more sponsorship value to your event and
take advantage of all the benefits of a mobile app, you should check
out Guidebook.
We’ve helped thousands of events of all sizes deploy elegant, engaging
apps. And with a with the new mobile sponsorship opportunities, you
might just be able to subsidize the entire cost of your app!
With Guidebook you get:
• Best-in-class attendee engagement features including live
polling, surveys, and a dynamic social activity feed
• Powerful building tools that allow you to customize and
brand your app
• Award-winning customer service to help when you need it
most
The best part? It’s free to start.
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